We present how to construct a Soft Collinear Effective Theory (SCET) for gravity at the leading and next-to-leading powers from the ground up. The soft graviton theorem and decoupling of collinear gravitons at the leading power are manifest from the outset in the effective symmetries of the theory. At the next-to-leading power, certain simple structures of amplitudes, which are completely obscure in Feynman diagrams of the full theory, are also revealed, which greatly simplifies calculations. The effective lagrangian is highly constrained by effectively multiple copies of diffeomorphism invariance that are inevitably present in gravity SCET due to mode separation, an essential ingredient of any SCET. Further explorations of effective theories of gravity with mode separation may shed light on lagrangian-level understandings of some of the surprising properties of gravitational scattering amplitudes. A gravity SCET with an appropriate inclusion of Glauber modes may serve as a powerful tool for studying gravitational scattering in the Regge limit.
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Introduction
Quantum gravity is a fascinating frontier of theoretical physics as it is the only known place where two otherwise perfect theoretical structures-general relativity and quantum mechanicsdramatically clash with each other. Even if we limit ourselves to the study of the "known" effective field theory (EFT) of gravity beneath the Planck scale, its scattering amplitudes display many surprising properties that are completely invisible at the lagrangian level such as the well-known soft theorem and decoupling of collinear graviton (in the Eikonal approximation [1] and in a full diagrammatic analysis [2] ), infinite dimensional symmetries [3] [4] [5] , and "gravity = gauge 2 " [6, 7] . It is possible that some of those amazing properties of the amplitudes may be already revealed at the lagrangian level if we perform the path integral partially instead of going all the way to the amplitudes. Therefore, we are motivated to construct a "more effective" theory of gravity by integrating more modes out of the standard EFT of gravity.
In this paper, as an example of such theories, we develop a Soft Collinear Effective Theory (SCET) for gravity at the leading and next-to-leading powers of λ. SCET is an EFT originally developed in [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] in the context of QCD for systematically and efficiently calculating amplitudes for clusters of highly collimated energetic particles with soft radiations, where λ is a small parameter used to characterize such region of the phase space and the lagrangian of a SCET is an expansion in powers of λ. Ref. [13] made an early attempt to construct a gravity SCET at the leading power. However, our gravity SCET disagrees with theirs, even at the leading power, in very fundamental ways such as the symmetry structures and the forms of gravitational Wilson lines. We will discuss the differences in Section 4.8.
As SCET is largely an unfamiliar subject outside the QCD community, and also to avoid being misguided by some structures of QCD SCET that are not shared by gravity, we will develop a gravity SCET from the ground up, reviewing general concepts of SCET and introducing some specifics of gravity SCET in Section 2, moving on to the constructions of the leading power and next-to-leading power SCET lagrangians in Sections 3 and 4. In Appendices A.1-A. 3 we give explicit examples of full-theory amplitudes expanded to the next-to-leading power and show how they match the structures predicted by the gravity SCET.
We will find that the structure of the gravity SCET lagrangian dictated by the effective symmetries and power counting rules indeed reveals many properties of gravity amplitudes that are completely obscure in the full theory (i.e., the "full EFT" of gravity valid beneath the Planck scale), without recourse to any actual calculations. For example, we will see that the gravitational soft theorem and absence of collinear IR divergences at the leading power are manifestly dictated from the outset by the symmetries of the effective lagrangian. Soft IR divergences may be present at the leading power but their sources will be explicitly isolated in the effective lagrangian. At the next-to-leading power, the structure of the gravity SCET lagrangian immediately translates to certain structures in the amplitudes. As illustrated by the explicit examples in Appendices A.1-A.3, this can greatly simplify the calculations of amplitudes, where a lengthy full-theory calculation with laborious expansions in λ and tricky cancellations of many terms can be reproduced by short scribbles in the EFT to calculate the few terms just enough for determining the entire amplitudes.
We will also see other interesting structures of gravity SCET that may be relevant for deeper understanding of gravity. For example, in a gravity SCET that describes N distinct collinear directions, the diffeomorphism (diff) invariance of the full general relativity turns into N copies of diff invariance "effectively" (the precise meaning of which will be explained in Section 2.5), as in a QCD SCET with N collinear sectors "effectively" has N copies of SU(3) c gauge invariance. This suggests that the original full-theory S-matrix (which "contains" all SCETs with different values of N ) must have an infinite number of effective diff invariances in some way. It would be interesting to explore connections between this and the infinite dimensional symmetries of gravitational scattering amplitudes discovered recently [3] [4] [5] . We will also find that the N copies of diff invariance in gravity SCET lead to specific variations of nonlocal "dressing" of operators discussed in [14, 15] . We will be led to our specific forms of nonlocal dressing as a consequence of effective gauge symmetries of SCET at long distances, while Refs. [14, 15] arrived at a general notion of dressing by trying to answer the question of what might be the fundamental observables in the yet-to-be-found ultimate quantum theory of gravity.
Building up gravity SCET
In this section we build gravity SCET from the ground up starting from fundamental principles of EFT. Along the way, we review essential conceptual elements of SCET in order to make the paper accessible to the reader who is not familiar with "modern" effective field theories with a property called mode separation (to be discussed below). Some examples of such EFTs are Non-Relativistic QCD (NRQCD) [16, 17] , Non-Relativistic General Relativity (NRGR) [18] , and SCET.
Fundamentals
The target phase space
By design, an EFT is aimed only at a prescribed, limited region of the phase space characterized by a small parameter or parameters (e.g., "all particles have energy much below 1 TeV"). We therefore must begin by defining the target phase space of our gravity SCET.
Imagine a scattering process in 4d Minkowski spacetime. 1 Identify most energetic particles in the initial and final states and cluster them into multiple collinear sectors, where a collinear sector is defined as a set of energetic particles (with energy of O(Q)) moving in similar directions (with angular spread of O(λ) 1). We require different collinear sectors to be well separated in direction. If two sectors are too similar in direction, merge them into one sector by choosing a larger λ. (If such merger leads to λ of O(1), our SCET is not an appropriate EFT for the process in question.) After thus identifying all collinear sectors, we are left with non-energetic particles, which we will collectively refer to as the soft sector. We focus on the processes where soft particles are around only because they are required by nature to be around given the presence of the collinear sectors, not because we intended to include them. The energy scale of the soft sector will then turn out to be O(λ 2 Q) (explained in Section 2.3). Our target phase space is thus defined by the number of collinear sectors N , the hard energy scale Q, and the small parameter λ 1. The most important parameter is λ, which characterizes how well collimated the energetic particles are in each collinear sector. Our SCET effective lagrangian will be an expansion in powers of λ.
It should be noted that each collinear sector in principle comes with its own λ and Q. To avoid an overly general presentation that beclouds main points, however, we assume a common λ and a common Q for all the collinear sectors. We will scale them independently only when it is necessary or convenient to do so.
In order to focus on the properties of SCET that are solely associated with gravity, we make another simplifying assumption that a collinear splitting due to non-gravitational interactions such as QCD occurs with a splitting angle that is either much larger or much smaller than λ. In the former case, we regard a non-gravitational "collinear" splitting as actually giving rise to two distinct collinear sectors. For the latter, we view the stream of almost exactly collinear, non-gravitationally splitting particles as a single massless "particle". The former would be a two-stage EFT where the full theory is first matched to a well-established gauge-theory SCET with a large "λ", which is then matched to a gravity SCET developed in this paper. The latter would be a two-stage EFT with the reversed order.
Manifest power counting
To have a systematic control of the special kinematics of its target phase space, an EFT must be equipped with well-defined rules for power-counting the small parameters that define the target phase space. For a SCET, this means that each term in its effective lagrangian must scale with a definite power of λ so that we can ignore higher order terms irrelevant for achieving the desired precision. But this is not good enough. If interaction terms in the lagrangian are allowed by the symmetries of an EFT and appear to be the largest contributions in terms of its power counting rules, they should not be shown to be actually absent or exhibit any "unexpected" systematic cancellations. The seeming existence of such terms would indicate that we have a wrong EFT and the theory should be revised such that those "largest" terms would be manifestly absent from the outset by being forbidden by symmetry or deemed subleading by power counting. To the best of our knowledge, our theory is the first formulation of gravity SCET that passes this test of manifest 1 All spacetime indices in this paper will be raised/lowered/contracted via the Minkowski metric in the +−−− convention.
power counting (see the end of Section 3.3 for more on this point and also Section 4.8 for an earlier attempt on SCET for gravity [13] where the symmetries and power counting rules allow us to write down terms that can actually be systematically removed).
Restricting the phase space to the target phase space requires that the momentum space of virtual particles should be likewise restricted in an EFT. This is to ensure that power counting be manifestly compatible with unitarity, by having the momentum integrations along a cut scale in the same way as the corresponding phase space integrations in the optical theorem. So, in our SCET, only the collinear and soft momentum modes are allowed even for virtual particles. As usual in an EFT, virtual contributions from "missing" modes outside the target space can be systematically restored by including all possible effective interactions allowed by symmetry in the effective lagrangian and suitably adjusting their coefficients. There are an infinite number of such interactions, which is why we need well-defined power counting rules that allow us to truncate the effective lagrangian in a controlled way.
Other underlying assumptions
We assume that all particles have no or negligible mass compared to the soft energy scale, λ 2 Q, which is the lowest energy scale in the effective theory. If this assumption is violated, our SCET is not an appropriate description of the physics except in one situation: if all massive particles are much heavier than Q, we can just integrate them out to obtain an EFT expanded in inverse powers of those heavy masses. We can then regard this EFT as the "full" theory that our SCET provides an effective description of. Ultimately, the presence of gravity means that the full theory is necessarily an EFT expanded in powers of Q/M Pl .
The collinear lightcone coordinates
Let's introduce some notations for describing our target phase space in a manner convenient for power counting. We index the collinear sectors by i = 1, 2, . . . , N . For each i, we introduce a pair of null 4-vectors n + i and n − i satisfying
where the spatial part, n + i , of n + i is taken to be in the direction of the i-th collinear sector, modulo an angular ambiguity of O(λ). 2, 3 It is convenient to also define 4-vectors n + i and n − i as
so that we have
In this basis, an arbitrary 4-vector a can be written as
2 No summation is implied for the repeated sector index i here and throughout the paper. A summation over collinear sectors will always be indicated explicitly. 3 Our normalization convention differs from the standard normalization in the SCET literature, n+ i · n− i = 2, to prevent twos and halves from appearing when raising or lowering ± indices.
with
and
Then, for arbitrary 4-vectors a and b, we have
(2.7)
Mode separation and scaling
In an EFT, manifest power counting often requires mode separation, i.e., a further division of the target phase space into subregions, if modes in different subregions are found to scale differently in terms of the small parameters that define the target phase space. Mode separation is arguably the feature that distinguishes "modern" EFTs like SCET from the classic Wilsonian EFTs. In the latter, there is only one type of momentum modes, which scale as Λ −1 with the cutoff Λ. In more general EFTs, mode separation is often necessary to achieve manifest power counting. Below, we describe the momentum modes and their scalings in our target phase space.
The collinear momentum scaling
Let's begin with the λ scaling of momenta in the collinear sector along n + i of a given arbitrary i, or the n i -collinear sector for short. Let p be the 4-momentum of an n i -collinear particle that is either on-shell or nearly on-shell due to emissions/absorptions of soft particles. By definition, the particle is moving approximately in the n + i direction, carrying a large energy of O(Q). We thus have p + i ∼ Q. Next, again by definition, a typical angle between n + i and the exact direction of p is O(λ). Hence, p ⊥ i ∼ λQ. Finally, in order for p to be (nearly) on-shell, the p
must be of the same order in λ so that they could add up to zero.
To summarize, an n i -collinear momentum p scales as (p
, which we simply write as p ∼ (1, λ 2 , λ) i . This implies p 2 ∼ λ 2 Q 2 , which we simply write as p 2 ∼ λ 2 .
The cross-collinear scaling and reparametrization invariance (RPI)
Let's now consider the case in which we pick one momentum from the n i -collinear sector and another from the n j -collinear sector with i = j. Since different collinear sectors in our target phase space are well separated in directions from each other, we have
which we dub the cross-collinear scaling. In other words, an n i -collinear momentum p i scales as
We must be careful when n + i and n + j point back-to-back. For example, for n + i = (0, 0, 1) and n + j = (0, 0, −1), we might be tempted to choose n ± i ∝ (1, 0, 0, ±1) and n ± j ∝ (1, 0, 0, ∓1). But this would lead to n + i · n − j = 0, violating the cross-collinear scaling (2.8). Notice, however, that the conditions (2.1) do not determine n − i uniquely from a given n + i . There is also freedom even in the choice of n + i , due to the O(λ) ambiguity in the direction of n + i and the arbitrariness in the normalization of n + i . These ambiguities are fundamental redundancies in SCET and a SCET lagrangian must be invariant under all possible redefinitions of n ± i that preserve the conditions (2.1) and the scaling p ∼ (1, λ 2 , λ) i [19, 20] . This property is called reparametrization invariance (RPI) and it should be noted that each collinear sector comes with its own RPI. So, a more precise statement is that the cross-collinear scaling law (2.8) holds for generic choices of n ± i and n ± j , even when n + i and n + j are back-to-back. For example, for n + i = (0, 0, 1) and n + j = (0, 0, −1), the cross-collinear scaling holds for the choice n + i ∝ (1, 0, 0, 1), n − i ∝ (5, 0, 4, 3), n + j ∝ (1, 0, 0, −1), n − j ∝ (5, 0, −4, −3). In the remainder of the paper, we tacitly assume that a generic choice has been made such that the cross-collinear scaling law holds.
The soft momentum scaling
Let us now find the λ scaling of soft momenta. By definition, soft particles are much less energetic than the collinear particles, with the energies low enough that soft particles can be added or removed without changing the existing kinematics of the collinear sectors that we have already defined. 4 They are also not preferentially associated with any particular direction. 5 Therefore, a soft 4-momentum must scale as ∼ (λ a , λ a , λ a ) i for all i with some a > 1. Now, imagine a generic Feynman diagram with N collinear sectors and then attach a soft particle to an n i -collinear line with momentum p c . The scaling of the p − i c component (i.e., the second entry of (1, λ 2 , λ) i ) tells us that a must be ≥ 2 in order for the attachment of the soft particle to preserve the n i -collinearness of the n i -collinear line. Then, in order to minimize λ suppressions from derivatives acting on the soft particle's field in the SCET lagrangian, we are interested in the a = 2 case to ensure that the largest soft contributions are taken into account by the effective lagrangian. 6 To summarize, a soft 4-momentum p scales as p ∼ (λ 2 , λ 2 , λ 2 ) i for all i, which we simply write as p ∼ (λ 2 , λ 2 , λ 2 ) without referring to any i. Soft momenta have p 2 ∼ λ 4 .
Comparison with Soft Graviton Effective Theory
Before we move on to next step, we would like to compare our gravity SCET with SGET (Soft Graviton Effective Theory [21, 22] ), which was originally proposed by [21] to demonstrate that a low cutoff (∼ meV) that one might want to impose on the gravity sector to render the small cosmological constant natural is not necessarily in contradiction with the known high cutoff ( TeV) of the standard-model matter sector. The difference between SGET and our gravity SCET-just like the 4 If the attachment of a "soft" particle to an ni-collinear line of some i was found to knock the line's momentum out of the (1, λ 2 , λ)i range, we should have actually defined a separate collinear sector for that "soft" particle in the first place with its own smaller value "Q". Our simplifying assumption of universal Q and λ, however, excludes such possibilities from consideration. 5 If the soft particles as a whole had some directional preference, they should form their own collinear sector with a smaller Q and a larger λ. Again, our simplifying assumption of universal Q and λ excludes such possibilities. 6 Our SCET thus belongs to the category of SCET often referred to as SCETI in the SCET literature, in which our soft particles tend to be called ultrasoft particles.
difference between any two EFTs-is how their target phase spaces are prescribed. In SGET, all graviton fields are soft, and matter fields only have soft fluctuations around a point on the mass shell, similarly to Heavy Quark Effective Theory (HQET) [23] where all gluons are soft and quarks fluctuate only softly around a point on the mass shell.
Mode-separating fields
As a first step toward manifest power counting, we have separated momentum modes in our target phase space and classified them into distinct groups depending on how they scale with λ. So, each particle species now comes with N + 1 distinct propagators: the n i -collinear propagators (i = 1, . . . , N ) and the soft propagator. This mode separation can be explicitly facilitated in a quantum field theory by introducing an independent interpolating field for each propagator type, for each particle species. That is, for each field Φ(x) of the full theory, 7 we introduce N distinct collinear fields Φ i (x) (i = 1, . . . , N ) and a soft field Φ s (x), where Φ i (x) and Φ s (x) only contain the n i -collinear and soft Fourier modes, respectively. That is, when ∂ µ acts on Φ s , it scales as ∂ ∼ (λ 2 , λ 2 , λ 2 ). When it acts on Φ i , it scales as ∂ ∼ (1, λ 2 , λ) i . 8 It should be emphasized that we are not increasing the degrees of freedom but merely giving different names to the different groups of Fourier modes of each Φ(x) in order to facilitate manifest power counting.
Factorized effective gauge symmetry
This is the most profound implication of mode separation and the heart of SCET as recognized in the original QCD SCET [10, 11] , but it is a general observation that should also apply to gravity SCET. Since the splitting of a full-theory field Φ into Φ i (i = 1, . . . , N ) and Φ s also equally applies to gauge fields (including the graviton field), each full-theory gauge symmetry G (including the diffeomorphism invariance) splits into N + 1 distinct gauge symmetries: the n icollinear gauge symmetries G i (i = 1, . . . , N ) and the soft gauge symmetry G s . An n i -collinear gauge transformation U i (x) ∈ G i should only contain n i -collinear Fourier modes so that U i (x) maps the associated n i -collinear gauge field to itself. Then, U i (x) also maps any other Φ i to a Φ i . Similarly, a soft gauge transformation U s (x) ∈ G s only contains soft Fourier modes, mapping a Φ s to a Φ s and also a Φ i to a Φ i . Therefore, a Φ i is charged under both G i and G s , while a Φ s is charged under G s . We must not charge a Φ i under any G j with j = i, because U j (x) with j = i would not map a Φ i to a Φ i , thereby jeopardizing mode separation in that mode separation would depend on the gauge choice. Similarly, we must not charge a Φ s under G i with any i. Such compatibility of gauge invariance and mode separation also requires us to forbid all the gauge 7 Recall that we have assumed all particles have no or negligible mass, so the particle content of the EFT agrees with that of the full theory.
8 Since a soft momentum can be added to an ni-collinear momentum without destroying the ni-collinear scaling, the ni-collinear scaling is ambiguous up to a soft momentum by definition. So, strictly speaking, the momentum modes in Φi actually scales like ∼ (1, λ 2 , λ)i + (λ 2 , λ 2 , λ 2 )i, which violates the spirit of manifest power counting. Strictly manifest power counting can be recovered at the expense of notational simplicity by introducing the so-called label momenta as it was done in the original SCET papers [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . We opt for a notational simplicity and just remember that Φi(x) also contains soft fluctuations, following the "position space" formulation of SCET [24, 25] . In particular, since we will be concerning next-to-leading-power corrections later in this paper, we must watch out for the O(λ 2 )
fluctuations in the ⊥-components of collinear momenta.
transformations in G that do not belong to any G i or G s . Since there is still a one-to-one and onto correspondence between the allowed modes of gauge fields and those of gauge transformations, the EFT still possesses just enough gauge transformations to gauge away all unphysical polarizations of the gauge fields if we so wish. How can we understand such splitting of G → G 1,...,N,s from a "microscopic" viewpoint? Imagine a set of all full-theory diagrams with the external lines in the target phase space. We can then "derive" the set of all EFT diagrams by identifying every full-theory propagator that do not belong to the target phase space and then shrinking all such propagators and tucking them into effective vertices. Consider, for example, an n i -collinear electron in the initial state and let it emit an n jcollinear photon with j = i in the full theory (i.e., QED). Then, the electron's propagator after the emission would necessarily be highly off-shell and out of the target phase space, so it must be shrunk and tucked into an effective vertex. Thus, in the EFT, such emission is described by some effective operator, not by a vertex from the covariant derivative in the n i -collinear electron's kinetic term. In contrast, if the n i -collinear electron emits an n i -collinear photon with the same i, the electron's propagator after the emission remains n i -collinear, so such emission continues to be described by a vertex from the covariant kinetic term of the electron. Such heuristic considerations suggest that the only covariant derivatives that may act on the n i -collinear electron are those associated with the n i -collinear photon (with the same i) or the soft photon. In other words, each collinear sector has its own gauge invariance associated with the collinear photon modes in that sector, and all sectors share a common gauge invariance associated with the soft photon.
To summarize conceptually, each full-theory gauge symmetry G is reduced in the SCET to its subset as 9) where the symbol indicates a semi-direct product as in the same convention as we would write Poincaré = Lorentz Translations. The semi-direct product expresses the property that the generators of G 1,...,N are also charged under G s , just like the translation generators are also charged under the Lorentz group. In our discussion above, the semi-direct product is manifested in the fact that a Φ i is charged under both G i and G s , while a Φ s is charged under G s . In the theory of gravity in terms of the vierbein (or tetrad), the gravitational part G grav of G is given by
which we call "diff×Lorentz" for short. Although (2.9) is conceptually a reduction of gauge symmetry G to its subset corresponding to the collinear and soft modes, 9 in practice it acts as if G was enhanced to N + 1 copies of G when we try to constrain the structure of the effective lagrangian. Essentially, this is the source of the power of SCET. Unfortunately, the form of effective gauge symmetry as in (2 .9) is not yet fully compatible with mode separation. The problem is the symbol, that is, the fact that a Φ i is charged under not only G i but also G s . This means that a gauge covariant derivative acting on a Φ i must contain both the n i -collinear and soft gauge fields, which we call A i and A s referring to all gauge fields collectively, including the graviton. Then, since A i and A s always appear together in the combination A i + A s , the collinear and soft modes of A are actually not separated. (That is, even if we write A as A i + A s , the theory doesn't know it.)
To solve this problem and accomplish true mode separation, we redefine every Φ i schematically as
where R Φ denotes the gauge representations (including the spin) of the Φ i and Y R Φ [A s ] is a functional of A s (and also a function of x) such that the new Φ i after the redefinition is invariant under G s . Such field redefinition was first proposed and worked out for internal gauge symmetries in the context of the original QCD SCET [11] . For gravity SCET, we will determine the form of Y for diff×Lorentz in Section 3.2.3. With the field redefinition (2.11), the effective gauge symmetry becomes truly factorized and mode separation completely achieved. That is, rather than (2.9), we now schematically have
which we call factorized effective gauge symmetry. Now, each field in the EFT is charged under only one of G s , G 1 , . . . , G N . It should be noted, however, that the implications of the " " in (2.9) have not gone away completely. In particular, the structure (2.12) inevitably double-counts soft modes and low-energy collinear modes. This double-counting has to be systematically removed by zero-bin subtraction [26] . To the best of our knowledge, our theory is the first formulation of gravity SCET that is consistent with the factorized gauge symmetry (see Section 4.8 for a comparison with the literature). Finally, being true symmetries of nature rather than redundancies of our description, the global part of G (e.g, the global Poincaré group, the global SU(3) color ) in the EFT is identical to that in the full theory. 10 Namely, for each particle species, all of its Φ i (i = 1, . . . , N ) and Φ s have the same, common, global charges as the corresponding full-theory Φ. Only gauge symmetries are factorized in the EFT.
The structure of the effective action
Although we adopt the "position-space" formulation of SCET [24, 25] in our actual calculations (e.g., those in Appendices A.1-A.3), the language of Ref. [27] is convenient for expressing the SCET effective action S eff in a manner revealing mode separation and the symmetry structure (2.12):
Here, S full [Φ s ] is exactly the full-theory action S full [Φ] with Φ replaced by Φ s . It is exactly the full-theory action because there is nothing "soft" about the soft sector in isolation, except that the running couplings in S full [Φ s ] should be evaluated at the scale µ ∼ λ 2 Q, corresponding to the only invariant energy scale of the soft sector, p 2 ∼ λ 4 Q 2 . Similarly, there is nothing "n i -collinear" about the n i -collinear sector in isolation. We could just boost the frame in the n + i direction by a rapidity of ∼ log λ so that the n i -collinear scaling ∼ (1, λ 2 , λ) i would now scale isotropically as ∼ (λ, λ, λ) i . Therefore, S full [Φ i ] must be exactly the full-theory action with Φ replaced by Φ i , except that the running couplings in S full [Φ i ] should be evaluated at the scale µ ∼ λQ, corresponding to the only invariant energy scale of the n i -collinear sector, p 2 ∼ λ 2 Q 2 . To be absolutely clear, the Φ i in (2.13) is the Φ i after the field redefinition (2.11), i.e., the one that is no longer charged under G s . Finally, the hard interactions,
, consists of all possible terms containing more than one sector. The factorized gauge symmetry structure (2.12) is evident in the
The entire non-triviality of SCET, therefore, is the implications of the factorized gauge symmetry and power counting for the structure of S hard .
Two types of renormalization
The structure (2.13) implies the following two categories of renormalization. A diagram whose external lines all belong to the same sector renormalizes a vertex in S full [Φ that sector ]. Such renormalization is already taken into account by evaluating the running couplings in the S full at the appropriate scale just discussed in Section 2.6. Hence, no additional calculations are required in the EFT for such renormalizations.
On the other hand, a diagram whose external lines belong to more than one sector renormalizes a vertex in
The "first" instance of such renormalization is matching, i.e., equating EFT and full-theory amplitudes at the hard scale µ ∼ Q to determine the "initial" values of the coefficients of effective operators in S hard . Then, we have a series of incremental renormalizations from matching the EFT at scale µ − dµ onto the EFT at µ, which gives us the renormalization group equations for those coefficients.
Compatibility of power counting and gauge invariance
For any gauge field (including the graviton), the relative λ dimensions between different components of the field can be completely fixed by requiring that power counting and gauge invariance be compatible in the sense that the Ward identities should be satisfied order-by-order in λ expansion. For example, consider an n i -collinear U(1) gauge field A µ with an n i -collinear U(1) gauge invariance under A µ −→ A µ + ∂ µ α with α only containing n i -collinear Fourier modes. This invariance leads to the Ward identity that an amplitude should vanish when the polarization vector ε µ (p) of a "photon" with an n i -collinear momentum p is replaced with the p µ . In order for such Ward identities to be satisfied order-by-order in λ, the relative λ dimensions between the components of an ε µ (p) must be the same as those between the components of the associated p µ . That is, we must have A µ (p) ∼ λ a p µ , i.e., A ∼ λ a (1, λ 2 , λ) i , with some a. Moreover, gauge transformations must be able to gauge away the unphysical components of A µ , so we must have α ∼ λ a with the same a so that A µ ∼ ∂ µ α.
The overall scaling parameter a can then be fixed by requiring the kinetic term in the effective action to be O(λ 0 ). This is because our effective action is an expansion in powers of λ and we are assuming that interactions are weak, i.e., that the kinetic terms dominate the action.
Below, we will apply this line of reasoning to the collinear and soft graviton fields to determine how they scale with λ.
Graviton fields and their scalings
We describe the spacetime geometry in terms of the vierbein e µ ν , where the first index µ is a vector index for the Lorentz part of the diff×Lorentz gauge group, and the second index ν is a 1-form index for the diff. By definition it satisfies g µν = η ρσ e ρ µ e σ ν at every spacetime point. We write the inverse vierbein asē µ ν , where the first index µ is for the diff and the second ν is for the Lorentz. We haveē This then givesē
We also define the metric fluctuation h µν via g µν ≡ η µν + h µν . 12 We then have h µν = ϕ µν + ϕ νµ + ϕ ρµ ϕ ρ ν . Most importantly, in the SCET, mode separation tells us that the graviton field ϕ µν should be split into N collinear graviton fields ϕ i µν (i = 1, . . . , N ) and a soft graviton field ϕ s µν . Now let us find out how ϕ 
with p i ∼ (1, λ 2 , λ) i , and
11 We use bars to distinguish the inverse vierbein and inverse metric from the vierbein and metric because of our convention stated in footnote 1. 12 Our graviton fields are not canonically normalized. To make them canonical, we must redefine the fields as ϕµν → ϕµν /M Pl and hµν → hµν /M Pl , where M Pl is the reduced Planck mass, 1/ √ 8πGN.
To determine the overall scaling exponents b and c, we need to look at the kinetic terms for ϕ i,s µν in the action and require them to be O(λ 0 ) as we discussed in Section 2.8. The kinetic terms for ϕ i,s µν in the effective action (2.13) have the form
where different ways of contracting the spacetime indices • are summed over with some coefficients, but such details are irrelevant for our discussion here. The running reduced Planck mass M Pl (µ i,s ) must be evaluated at the appropriate energy scale, µ i ∼ λQ or µ s ∼ λ 2 Q, as we discussed in Section 2.6. Now, for the n i -collinear graviton, because of (2.17) and the fact that contracting any two collinear momenta gives λ 2 , the integrand of (2.19) scales as λ 2b λ 6 . Furthermore, the d 4 x integration is dominated by the region of x (after subtracting an overall spacetime translation) in which p·x = p
The above kinetic action thus scales as λ 2b λ 2 . Demanding this to be ∼ λ 0 gives b = −1. To summarize, we have
Let's repeat the same exercise for the soft graviton. In this case, the integrand scales as λ 2c λ 12 . The x in (2.19) is now conjugate to a soft momentum, so it scales as x ∼ (λ −2 , λ −2 , λ −2 ), leading to d 4 x ∼ λ −8 . We then find c = −2, i.e.,
In [13] , the scalings (2.20) and (2.22) are determined by explicitly power-counting the propagator h µν h ρσ in a generic covariant gauge, painstakingly component-by-component in µ, ν, ρ, σ to obtain (2.20). Our derivation is much more efficient, thanks to the principle of compatibility of power counting and gauge invariance. (See also comments in Section 2.10.3 for more on this last point.)
Finally, using the scaling relations obtained above, let's find out the λ dimension of the ellipses in (2.16). The ellipses consist of terms with one ϕ 
in the collinear case, and as p µ p ν p ρ p ρ /λ 4 ∼ p s µ p s ν in the soft case. Thus, compared to the terms explicitly shown in (2.16), the ellipses are suppressed by λ in the collinear case, and by λ 2 in the soft case. Therefore, even though the ellipses are also first order in the infinitesimal transformation parameters, we can still ignore them on the basis of λ expansion. In particular, we do not have to assume that ϕ is also infinitesimal to justify our ignoring the ellipses in (2.16 ). This will be important later when we derive some results that are valid to all orders in 1/M Pl (but at a fixed order in λ).
Matter fields and their scalings
Let us quickly repeat the above exercise for matter (i.e., non-gravitational) fields for the sake of completeness. The reader does not need this section to understand the rest of the paper and may skip to Section 2.11. For the cases of spin 0, 1/2, and 1, the results are well known in the literature but our derivations of the results for the collinear spin 1/2 and 1 cases, which do not refer to any detailed forms of the lagrangians nor propagators, are not found in the existing literature to the best of our knowledge. For the spin-3/2 case, our results also seem new.
Spin 0
For an n i -collinear scalar field φ i , we have
For a soft scalar field φ s , we instead have d 4 x ∼ λ −8 and ∂∂ ∼ λ 4 , so
For a soft spinor field ψ s , demanding d 4 x ψ s ∂ψ s ∼ λ 0 with d 4 x ∼ λ −8 and ∂ ∼ λ 2 tells us that
For an n i -collinear spinor ψ i , it is more complicated because the spatial non-isotropy of n i -collinear momenta tells us that different spinor components of ψ i might scale differently. To skirt around this complication, let's first boost the frame in the n + i direction by a rapidity ∼ log λ so that n i -collinear momenta now scale isotropically as ∼ (λ, λ, λ) i in the new frame. In this frame, we simply have d 4 x ∼ λ −4 and ∂ ∼ λ in d 4 x ψ i ∂ψ i ∼ λ 0 , implying that we have ψ i ∼ λ 3/2 for all components of ψ i . Now, if ψ i is a right-handed spinor, this boost multiplied the positive and negative helicity components of ψ i by a factor of λ 1/2 and λ −1/2 , respectively, when we got to the new frame. So, the positive and negative helicity components of ψ i must have scaled as λ and λ 2 , respectively, in the original frame before the boost. If ψ i is a left-handed spinor, the scalings of the positive and negative helicity components are simply reversed from the right-handed case, so the negative helicity component of ψ i scales as ∼ λ and the positive helicity as ∼ λ 2 .
To pick up the helicity components along the n + i direction from a spinor, we define the helicity projection operators: 27) where our convention for the Dirac γ matrices is such that γ µ γ ν + γ ν γ µ = 2η µν 1. Any spinor ψ can then be decomposed as ψ = P
commutes with γ 5 , we can do these helicity projections separately for each chirality of ψ. Then, we see that P + i picks up the positive helicity component along the n + i direction from a right-handed spinor, and the negative helicity component from a left-handed spinor. Whichever remaining helicity component is picked up by P − i . Therefore, the results we have found above can be summarized as
Finally, with respect to an n j -collinear direction with j = i, we have
because different collinear sectors are well separated in direction so both of P ± j pick up the bigger of the two components from ψ i (i.e., the one scaling as ∼ λ).
Since the small components of spinors (i.e., those scaling as λ 2 ) have the wrong helicity to be on-shell, they are not propagating degrees of freedom. It is therefore a common practice to integrate them out from the effective lagrangian. However, for the purpose of keeping track of RPI, it is convenient to retain the small components in the lagrangian as auxiliary fields, similarly to the method proposed by [28] for maintaining manifest RPI in HQET. (It is also morally similar to keeping the F and D components in a supersymmetric lagrangian for a better bookkeeping of supersymmetry.) This is quite obvious for S full [Φ i ], where there is nothing "collinear" about this action in isolation. For S hard , the small components can be ignored at the leading power but should be put back when we move on to the next-to-leading power to make RPI manifest and take into account constraints from RPI; we will come back to this point later in Section 4.5. Needless to say, the above comment also applies to the analogous small components of higher spin fields discussed below.
Spin 1
Since we have assumed that our particles all have no or negligible mass, a spin-1 particle must be a gauge boson. Then, as we already discussed in Section 2.8, the compatibility of power counting and gauge invariance tells us that
The above results are obtained in the literature by examining the explicit expression of the propagator A µ A ν in a generic Lorentz-covariant gauge, or by expanding the kinetic action explicitly in the light-cone coordinates without choosing the gauge and demanding that each term is ∼ λ 0 . A conceptual advantage of our derivation based on the compatibility of power counting and gauge invariance is that it makes it clear why we want to work in a covariant gauge or without choosing the gauge initially, because the compatibility would fail if a non-covariant gauge is imposed. For example, let's choose a lightcone gauge by setting A + i = 0. This completely kills diagrams that are proportional to the polarization + i (p). But these diagrams are the ones that would be the leading diagrams in the Ward identity from µ (p) → p µ as they would be proportional to p + i . Thus, the λ expansion of an amplitude does not agree with that of the corresponding Ward identity-hence incompatible in our language-in the light-cone gauge. This does not necessarily mean that formulating a SCET in a non-covariant gauge is wrong, but just that ensuring or checking gauge invariance of the theory would become a complicated problem (see [29, 30] for a manifestation of the complications) because gauge invariance would relate terms of different orders in λ in non-covariant gauges. This is why we have elevated the compatibility of power counting and gauge invariance to a guiding principle for constructing a SCET.
Spin 3/2
Again, since our particles are all assumed to have no or negligible mass, a spin-3/2 field ψ µ must be a gauge field, i.e., a gravitino. The gauge transformation (i.e., the supergravity transformation) has the form ψ µ → ψ µ + D µ χ + · · ·, where the gauge transformation parameter χ is a spinor and the ellipses represent higher order terms analogous to the ellipses of (2.16). Again, the compatibility of power counting and gauge invariance tells us that ψ µ ∼ p µ χ. Then, for a soft gravitino ψ s µ , the λ invariance of the kinetic action tells us that
For an n i -collinear gravitino ψ i µ , we use the same trick as we did for the spin-1/2 case and boost to an "isotropic frame". In this frame, we have ψ i µ ∼ λ 3/2 , and hence χ i ∼ λ 1/2 . This means that we must have had P + i χ i ∼ λ 0 and P − i χ i ∼ λ in the original frame before the boost. Therefore, from ψ i µ ∼ p i µ χ i in the original frame, we see that an n i -collinear gravitino ψ i µ must scale as
32)
for the same reason mentioned for the similar relation for the spin 1/2 case.
Nonlocality in SCET
Having discussed the symmetry structure (2.12) and worked out the power counting rules for individual fields above, let us comment on a rather unusual feature of SCET, namely, its nonlocality. In SCET, we actually have two types of nonlocality. First, our power counting rules allow different fields to be located at different spacetime points in S hard as we will describe more precisely below in Section 2.11.1. Second, the mode separation implies the fields themselves as well as the (anti-)commutators among them are "smeared". This will be described in Section 2.11.2. Of course, despite these nonlocal building blocks, a SCET that is matched onto a local full theory is local.
Nonlocality in hard interactions
For a generic n i -collinear field Φ i (x), we have
. This means that the λ power counting does not allow the Taylor expansion of Φ i (x + i , x − i + s, x ⊥ i ) in powers of s to be truncated at any finite order in s. Therefore, different n i -collinear fields with the same i can have different x − i coordinates in S hard [8] [9] [10] .
On the other hand, since
and x ⊥ i coordinates can be (actually, must be, for manifest power counting) truncated at a finite order. So, all n i -collinear fields in S hard must have the same x + i and x ⊥ i coordinates. 13 This is in stark contrast to the situation in the more familiar Wilsonian EFTs in which all components of a derivative are equally suppressed by the cutoff Λ, rendering the effective lagrangians completely local in all coordinates.
As an example, imagine two n 1 -collinear scalars φ 1 , χ 1 , and two n 2 -collinear scalars φ 2 , χ 2 . Then, S hard might look like this:
34) where the addition of s 1 n
2 ) may be determined by matching the EFT onto the full theory or related by symmetry to the Wilson coefficient of another operator.
The physical length scale of the nonlocality in the
the "extra" dx − i integrations in S hard (such as ds 1 . . . dt 2 in the above example) once two fields get separated by a distance larger than ∼ Q −1 in the x − i component. This length scale itself is expected from the fact that we are integrating out off-shell modes whose virtuality is of O(Q). However, if our EFT were a Wilsonian EFT with a cutoff Λ ∼ Q, such nonlocality would not actually lead to nonlocal operators because all modes in the EFT would have wavelengths much longer than O(Q −1 ) so would not be able to probe the nonlocality. In SCET, in contrast, there are momentum modes with components of O(Q), so they can actually probe nonlocality of length scale of O(Q −1 ).
Nonlocality in field operators
Due to mode separation, field operators in SCET are themselves nonlocal. First, consider a soft scalar field φ s (x) and its canonical conjugate momentum π s (x). Since φ s and π s only contain soft Fourier modes, their canonical commutation relation is given by [φ s ( x), π s ( y)] = iδ 3 s ( x − y), where δ 3 s ( x) is a 3-dimensional "δ-function" made only of soft Fourier modes rather than all Fourier modes. Therefore, δ 3 s ( x) is not exactly point-like at x = 0 but "smeared" over a length scale of O(λ −2 Q −1 ), which is much larger than O(Q −1 ), i.e., the shortest length scale in the EFT. The (anti-)commutation relations among collinear fields also have a similar, "smeared" kind of nonlocality in their respective x + and x ⊥ directions. We will see in Section 3.2.3 that the realization of the soft diff×Lorentz symmetry through the field redefinition (2.11) actually "exploits" the smearing in the soft graviton field.
3 Gravity SCET at the Leading Power (LP)
Let us now more explicitly construct gravity SCET at the Leading Power (LP). When we talk about S full [Φ i,s ] in the effective action, LP literally refers to O(λ 0 ) terms in S full . When we talk about S hard , on the other hand, LP actually refers to the leading nontrivial order in λ, the precise meaning of which will become clear in Section 3.2.1. Needless to say, when we say Next-to-Leading Power (NLP), that refers to one higher power of λ compared to the LP.
No LP graviton couplings within each collinear or soft sector
We will first show the absence of O(λ 0 ) gravitational interactions in S full [Φ i,s ] in the effective action (2.13), based only on mode separation, power counting, and the factorized gauge symmetry (2.12).
No LP graviton couplings within each collinear sector
The mode separation (2.13) and λ power counting tell us that the n i -collinear graviton field has no O(λ 0 ) interactions in S full [Φ i ]. As we already discussed, S full [Φ i ] is exactly the full theory action at the energy scale ∼ λQ, containing all vertices that only join n i -collinear lines. In particular, there is nothing "n i -collinear" about S full [Φ i ] in isolation because we can boost in the n + i direction by a rapidity of ∼ log λ to a frame in which what used to scale as ∼ (1, λ 2 , λ) i in the original frame now scales as ∼ (λ, λ, λ) i . (This is a global Lorentz boost so the graviton field also transforms covariantly just like everyone else.) If we do dimensional analysis in such a frame, each mass dimension of the fields and derivatives in S full [Φ i ] simply counts as λQ, because this is the only dynamical scale in S full [Φ i ]. Then, since every gravitational interaction comes with a positive power of 1/M Pl , it comes with a positive power of λQ, thereby vanishing as λ → 0. We thus clearly see that S full [Φ i ] has no LP n i -collinear graviton couplings to n i -collinear particles, including n i -collinear gravitons themselves. Diagrammatically, an n i -collinear graviton line can never be attached to any n i -collinear line with the same i at the LP. 
Building blocks of hard interactions
Let us now talk about S hard [Φ 1 , . . . , Φ N , Φ s ] in the effective action (2.13).
Matching
The very first step for constructing S hard [Φ 1 , . . . , Φ N , Φ s ] is matching. To perform matching, turn off all the interactions in the EFT that are forced upon us by the factorized gauge symmetry (2.12). Let's call this limit purely hard. The purely hard limit still leaves the global part of G-e.g., the global Lorentz invariance-completely intact in the EFT. The limit also keeps all interactions that are not required by (2.12). 14 The purely hard limit is not applied to the full theory.
Upon matching, purely hard amplitudes from the EFT are set equal to the corresponding amplitudes from the full theory. This determines S pure [Φ 1 , . . . , Φ N ] , that is, the purely hard part of S hard [Φ 1 , . . . , Φ N , Φ s ]. Note that there is no Φ s in S pure [Φ 1 , . . . , Φ N ] because, as stated in Section 2.1.1, a soft particle is there only when it is "required by nature"-which in the present context means gauge invariance-so the purely hard limit excludes soft particles from consideration. The warning we mentioned at the beginning of Section 3 regarding the meaning of "LP" for S hard can now be stated more clearly: When we talk about S hard , LP refers to the lowest λ dimension in S pure .
Matching in the purely hard limit can be done at any desired order in the number of loops and coupling constants of the full theory, such as 1/M Pl (Q). In the following analyses, we will see that once S pure is given, S hard can be uniquely constructed at the LP, thanks to the factorized gauge symmetry (2.12).
Collinear diff×Lorentz invariant objects at the LP
We first discuss collinear graviton interactions in S hard [Φ 1 , . . . , Φ N , Φ s ]. Let O i be the product of all n i -collinear objects in any one of the terms in S hard [Φ 1 , . . . , Φ N , Φ s ], where O i may be a single n i -collinear field or the product of n i -collinear fields with or without derivatives, γ-matrices, etc. A key point is that the factorized effective gauge symmetry (2.12) requires O i to be not only invariant under all G j with j = i but also under G i itself, because nothing else other than O i itself is charged under G i within the same term of S hard . This seemingly trivial requirement turns out to be extremely powerful for constraining possible hard interactions, going much further than the constraints from the global part of G common to all sectors.
Consider an arbitrary n i -collinear local operator Φ (r)
i (x) that is a scalar under the n i -collinear diff group and transforms covariantly as a representation r under the n i -collinear local Lorentz group. We make it a diff scalar even for an integer-spin r by appropriately multiplying it by vierbeins. If derivatives are acting on an n i -collinear field, we include all of them inside Φ (r) i , again with appropriate vierbeins multiplying them to make them diff scalars. In this way, we can treat the bosonic and fermionic cases and derivatives simultaneously. Now, because of the factorized gauge symmetry (2.12), Φ (r) i is already invariant under all n jcollinear diff×Lorentz gauge group with j = i to all orders in λ. Remarkably, Φ (r) i is also invariant at the LP under the n i -collinear diff×Lorentz gauge group of the same i. If Φ (r) i is literally just the field operator of an n i -collinear particle, this invariance is trivially implied by the absence of 14 For example, the limit turns all covariant derivatives into ordinary partial derivatives ∂, but leaves the leading terms of gauge-invariant objects, e.g. the 2-graviton terms in φ 2 Rµν R µν , completely untouched as their coefficients are not fixed by gauge invariance. On the other hand, the terms with 3 or more gravitons in φ 2 Rµν R µν would be discarded in the purely hard limit.
LP n i -collinear graviton couplings to n i -collinear particles discussed in Section 3.1.1. However, as we said above, Φ (r) i may contain derivatives and vierbeins in addition to the "elementary" field operator. Therefore, we must show the invariance of Φ 
i , so it should be discarded at the LP. It turns out that the ω i µν term also scales as ∼ λΦ
are both Lorentz covariant, the fact that the latter is suppressed by λ compared to the former must hold true in the original frame as well. We thus conclude that Φ (r) i
does not transform at all at the LP under the n i -collinear diff×Lorentz gauge group. Therefore, Φ (r) i is already completely gauge invariant at the LP under all collinear diff×Lorentz groups, and hence it may by itself form O i . 15 It is possible that a purely hard process may have an n i -collinear graviton. However, the n icollinear graviton field ϕ i µν cannot be a Φ (One should also recall that those scaling laws come partly from the requirement that gauge fields in general should transform at the LP so that their unphysical polarizations can be gauged away at the LP.) Therefore, a "bare" ϕ i µν is not factorized gauge invariant and hence cannot appear in S hard . But we can find a covariant object Φ (r) i that contains a ϕ i µν . There are three possible covariant objects that can create or annihilate one graviton with the fewest possible derivatives. The simplest possibility is the n i -collinear Ricci scalar R i made of h i µν . Since 1-graviton terms in R i form a scalar built out of two derivatives and a collinear graviton field, they scale as p µ p ν p µ p ν /λ with an n i -collinear momentum p, so we have
3)
The next simplest object is the n i -collinear Ricci tensor R i µν . The 1-graviton terms in it scale as p µ p ν p ρ p ρ /λ with an n i -collinear momentum p, so we have
of which the largest component is R i
Similarly, the 1-graviton terms in the n i -collinear Riemann tensor R i µνρσ scale as
15 Note that Φ (r) i still does transform as the representation r under the global Lorentz group. But the global Lorentz invariance can be taken care of by contracting, for example, a vector index from sector i with one from sector j, so it is not useful for constraining the structure of Oi in isolation. The requirement of invariance of Oi only refers to the factorized gauge symmetry, not to the global symmetry.
Beware of the antisymmetry in each of the µ-ν and ρ-σ pairs. So, the largest component is given by
In all the three cases above, 2-graviton terms are further suppressed by an extra p·p/λ ∼ λ (and, thus, every extra collinear graviton field costs an additional λ). Any of these three objects, (3.3), (3.4), or (3.5), can be a Φ (r) i and hence can form an O i by itself. Other twoderivative covariant objects, such as the conformal or Weyl tensor C i µνρσ , are linear combinations of these three objects. These are all local operators, but since nonlocality in the x − i direction is allowed in SCET, we can also construct nonlocal invariant operators by integrating (3.3), (3.4) , or (3.5) in the x − i direction, thereby providing us with invariant objects with fewer derivatives than two. But such constructions are already implicit in the general nonlocal structure of SCET described in Section 2.11.1 and hence not new given (3.3), (3.4), (3.5) . One may also wonder if there are other nonlocal invariant objects built out of ϕ i µν . There are-they are called Wilson lines-but it turns out that they are nontrivial only if we proceed to the NLP, so they will be discussed in Section 4.
The fact that Φ
is invariant under all collinear diff×Lorentz gauge groups at the LP in particular means that there are no graviton couplings from the covariant derivatives that may be "hiding" in Φ is invariant under all diff×Lorentz groups at the LP, provided that it is a covariant object itself. 16 The field redefinition (2.11) makes it also invariant under the soft diff×Lorentz group. Therefore, as far as gravity is concerned, the D µ just becomes a ∂ µ at the LP.
We should also recall that Φ 
where p is an n i -collinear momentum. In the worst case, this p µ would be contracted with a momentum in another collinear sector and thus counts as LP due to the cross-collinear scaling (2.8). So, φ i ν µ ∂ ν is suppressed at least by λ. If the ∂ ν above is replaced by a spin-1 gauge field, the conclusion is unchanged as spin-1 fields scale just like momenta (see (2.30) ). If the ∂ ν is replaced by a spin-3/2 field, it is again the same conclusion (see (2.32)). Finally, if it is replaced by one of the indices of (3.4) or (3.5), it is again suppressed by at least λ. Therefore, at the LP, all vierbeins inside Φ (r) i should be replaced by Kronecker deltas. Combining this with the observation of the preceding paragraph, we conclude that there are no LP couplings of n i -collinear gravitons "hiding" inside Φ i . This might be a good place to discuss the implications of the global Lorentz invariance common to all sectors. For example, the way the indices of R i µν and R i µνρσ appear in S hard must obey the global Lorentz invariance. So, for example, R i − i − i must be part of a globally Lorentz invariant object such as (n − i ) µ (n − i ) ν R i µν and R i µν × (an n j -collinear operator) µν , where the cross-collinear scaling (2.8) should be applied to the latter to get R i
. Needless to say, such considerations must 16 So, Φ (r ) i cannot be a "bare" graviton field but can be (3.3), (3.4), or (3.5).
be applied to all vector/spinor indices in S hard , not just those of the curvature tensors. To summarize, we first start with the purely hard limit, S pure [Φ 1 , . . . , Φ N ], matched at the leading nontrivial order in λ. We then turn on all collinear diff×Lorentz gauge groups of the factorized effective gauge symmetry (2.12) (but G s still turned off). At the LP, this does not change anything, i.e., we just have S hard [Φ 1 , . . . , Φ N ] = S pure [Φ 1 , . . . , Φ N ] at the LP. There are no collinear graviton couplings here.
Soft graviton couplings in S hard at the LP
Now, let's finally turn on G s . As we discussed in Section 2.5, this amounts to performing the field redefinition (2.11) for each Φ i in S hard [Φ 1 , . . . , Φ N ] obtained above (that is, just S pure [Φ 1 , . . . , Φ N ] itself). So, the goal of this section is to determine the form of the Y functional in (2.11) at the LP. Note that, by the definition of the purely hard limit introduced in Section 3.2.1, the soft graviton couplings we get in going from S pure to S hard are just those required by the soft gauge invariance. We will see that Y is completely determined by the soft gauge invariance alone at the LP.
Consider again an arbitrary n i -collinear, Lorentz-covariant, diff-scalar operator Φ (r) i of representation r of the n i -collinear local Lorentz group, as we did in Section 3.2.2. First, let Φ (r) i refer to the "original" collinear field before the field redefinition (2.11), i.e., the one that is still charged under G s . So, analogous to (3.1), we have an infinitesimal soft diff×Lorentz gauge transformation:
Here, unlike in (3.1), Φ i does not depend on r. This leads to the second point that spin dependence must be a Next-to-Next-to-Leading Power (NNLP) effect as it is only associated with the ω s µν term in (3.6). To determine the Y functional in (2.11) at the LP, let's focus on the LP piece of (3.6):
where we have dropped the (r) because spin does not matter at this order. Therefore, in order for the field redefinition (2.11) to take care of the transformation (3.7), all we care about is the ξ s
piece of the soft diff×Lorentz. That is, at the LP, we want to have
with the soft graviton field ϕ s . To find such an object, let us return to the soft diff×Lorentz gauge transformation (2.16) for ϕ s µν . There, one sees that, in order to have any chance of getting a ξ s by dx + i to remove the ∂ + i in (3.9). Therefore, we see that the structure exp ±
has exactly the right transformation property to be Y i [ϕ s ], provided that we choose the sign and limits of integration appropriately to exactly match (3.8). (The coordinates x − i and x ⊥ i are implicit in (3.10).) An obvious choice is to place x 2 at the point x where the Φ i (x) that Y i is acting on is located. Then, we must choose the + sign in (3.10) and x 1 must be placed at a past infinity, x + i 1 → −∞, so that we do not get any contribution to (3.8) from the x 1 end of the integral. Namely,
where the addition of sn
to x µ is shifting x + i by s. Alternatively, we can place x 1 at x, choose the − sign in (3.10) and send x 2 to a future infinity, x
Which solution should we use? In field theory, when we integrate over energy p 0 from −∞ to ∞, we must rotate the contour infinitesimally counterclockwise in the complex p 0 plane to ensure that it is always the positive energy wave that propagates to the future. Now, suppose we have a soft graviton line with its energy going into a vertex from Y i . This graviton is annihilated at the vertex by the positive frequency part of ϕ + i with an infinitesimal positive , we must send s to −∞. If the soft graviton's energy is going out of the vertex from Y i , we must send s to +∞ instead. Thus, combining both cases, we arrive at the expression
where for any quantum field f (s) = f + (s) + f − (s) with f + (s) and f − (s) being the positive and negative frequency parts, respectively, and s being a shift in one of the coordinates, we define ds as
As we argued above, this splitting is necessary so that we can Wick-rotate the energy components of all momentum integration variables consistently in the counterclockwise direction in the complex energy plane. 17 Let's check explicitly that the soft graviton couplings from Y i to n i -collinear particles are indeed LP. First, in the above expressions for Y i , the derivative ∂ − i should not act on ϕ s + i + i (x + sn + i ) because, if it did, it would give ∼ λ 2 due to the scaling law (2.22). Rather, it should only act on the n i -collinear field Φ i that Y i acts on. Then, ∂ − i in (3.13) counts as ∼ λ 0 because ∂ − i Φ i ∼ λ 0 Φ i . Next, to understand how ds in (3.13) scales, it is important to return to the field redefinition (2.11) to recognize that the x of Y i (x) is the x of the n i -collinear field Φ i (x), not an x of a soft field. So, we have (dx
Finally, we have ϕ s + i + i ∼ λ 2 from (2.22). We thus see that the exponent in (3.13) is indeed LP. Combining this with the above symmetry argument that led to the expression (3.10), we conclude that Y i gives us all LP couplings of soft gravitons in S hard that are correct to all orders in 1/M Pl (µ s ), where µ s is the soft scale ∼ λ 2 Q. This is because, as we pointed out at the end of Section 2.9, the ellipses in (2.16)-which are ∝ O(1/M Pl ) when ϕ s µν is canonically normalized-are NNLP so (3.9) is an exact infinitesimal diff transformation for a finite ϕ s
at the LP and also NLP. Finally, let us comment on the apparent nonlocality in Y i , where the soft graviton field is displaced in the x + i direction, a direction not allowed for a field to be displaced according to Section 2.11.1. To show that our SCET is a consistent EFT, we must demonstrate purely within the EFT, without appealing to the locality of the full theory, that this "forbidden" nonlocality is actually a fake. As the above derivation makes it clear, the origin of Y i is the field redefinition (2.11) to achieve a complete manifest separation of soft modes from collinear modes. We can make the soft graviton couplings manifestly local at the expense of manifest mode separation by simply undoing the field redefinition (2.11). Note that the redefinition (2.11) can be viewed as just a soft diff gauge transformation on Φ i without the accompanying transformation of the soft graviton field, which has the effect of removing the soft graviton field from a soft diff covariant derivative on Φ i . So, undoing (2.11) puts a derivative of Y i at where the soft graviton was inside the soft diff covariant derivative. From the form of Y i , we see that this derivative of Y i is just ϕ s
∂ − i at the point x of the Φ i (x) in question. This is local. Therefore, the "forbidden" nonlocality in Y i is just an artifact of the field redefinition (2.11).
Having seen that the nonlocality of Y i is illusory, we should stick to the field-redefined version of Φ i (i.e., the one in which Φ i is neutral under G s ), as manifest mode separation is more important than manifest locality from the EFT viewpoint. (In any case, there are other nonlocal objects in SCET that cannot be field-redefined away.) There is one thing, however, that still might seem puzzling. Namely, again in the basis where the field redefinition (2.11) is undone, there are no soft gauge fields appearing in S hard . But the collinear fields in S hard are displaced from each other in their respective x − directions and they are charged under G s in this basis, so how could S hard be gauge invariant under G s (which we know is nontrivial at the LP)? The resolution is that S hard is actually local from the viewpoint of soft gauge transformations because the physical length scale of nonlocality in S hard is only ∼ Q −1 as we discussed in Section 2.11.1, while the shortest wavelengths of the Fourier modes in soft gauge transformations U s (x) ∈ G s are ∼ λ −2 Q −1 , much larger than Q −1 . Therefore, at the LP and also NLP, soft gauge transformations effectively act as global transformations for S hard . And since S hard respects global symmetry, it is also invariant under G s at the LP and NLP. Nontrivial effects will arise only if we proceed to NNLP, which is a conceptually interesting and important problem that is beyond the scope of this paper. Thus, the "smearing" nonlocality discussed in Section 2.11.2 actually plays a role in making the theory consistent.
With Y i included in S hard , we now have all LP interactions of soft gravitons, which completes the construction of S hard at the LP. The exponential (3.13) is often referred to as a soft gravitational Wilson line in the literature (usually without the splitting by (see footnote 17)), which was identified in full-theory analyses by studying amplitudes in the soft graviton limit [2, [34] [35] [36] . Our EFT derivation above only uses symmetry and power counting without ever looking at diagrams, which not only reveals the true meaning of soft Wilson lines as coming from the field redefinition (2.11) to achieve manifest mode separation, but also makes it self-evident that Y i gives all LP soft graviton couplings that are correct to all orders in the soft gravitational coupling, 1/M Pl (λ 2 Q), as we pointed out above.
Summary of gravity SCET at the LP
The EFT symmetry and power counting have told us, without any actual calculations, that:
• There are no LP collinear graviton couplings anywhere in S eff except for those that may be already present in S pure [Φ 1 , . . . , Φ N ] at the matching.
• All LP soft graviton couplings are in
Recall our convention that a Φ i is a scalar under the n i -collinear diff and transforms covariantly under the n i -collinear local Lorentz group. So, in particular, an n i -collinear graviton must come in one of the forms (3.3), (3.4), (3.5) to be a Φ i . If derivatives are acting on an n i -collinear field, they should be included inside the Φ i . In particular, this means that the derivatives sit to the right of the Y i . That is, the derivatives act on the field first and then the Y i act. We have noted that, at the LP, all those derivatives are just ordinary derivatives ∂, not covariant derivatives, as far as gravity is concerned. We have also noted that all vierbeins inside Φ i (which are put to make it a diff scalar) should be replaced by Kronecker deltas at the LP. Therefore, there are no LP collinear graviton couplings "hiding" inside Φ i . We now have a complete gravity SCET lagrangian at the LP for our target phase space. Our derivation using power counting and symmetry shows that this lagrangian is correct at the LP to all orders in the soft and collinear gravitational couplings, 1/M Pl (λ 2 Q) and 1/M Pl (λQ), and at any desired fixed orders in the number of loops and full-theory coupling constants (e.g., 1/M Pl (Q)) at matching.
Needless to say, for amplitudes (rather than the lagrangian), getting all 1/M Pl (λ 2 Q) and 1/M Pl (λQ) dependences at the LP requires evolving S hard from the hard scale ∼ Q down to the physical scale of interest, by using renormalization group (RG) equations calculated within the SCET. What is the physical scale of interest? at the LP, loops correcting the vertices in S hard are all coming from soft graviton loops (as far as gravity is concerned). The scale of virtuality in those loop integrals are hence ∼ λ 2 Q. So, the physical scale of interest is λ 2 Q. The RG evolution from Q to λ 2 Q resums a series of powers of large logarithms of the ratio of the hard to soft scales, with each logarithm multiplied by a power of the "coupling constant" Q/M Pl (λ 2 Q). Such resummation is important if λ is so small that the large logarithm log(1/λ 2 ) compensates for the suppression Q/M Pl (λ 2 Q). No logarithms of the ratio of the hard to collinear scales exist at the LP because there are no collinear graviton corrections to S hard at the LP so the 1/M Pl (λQ) dependence we get from matching is actually already correct without RG evolution.
In gravity SCET, no actual calculations are necessary to see that there are no LP couplings of collinear gravitons, thanks to mode separation and the factorized gauge symmetry. Demonstrating this result in the full theory is extremely nontrivial. In a full-theory diagram where an n i -collinear graviton is attached to an n j -collinear line with j = i, it appears that the coupling is "Bigger-thanLeading" Power (BLP) because h i µν p µ j p ν j ∼ (n + i ·n + j ) 2 /λ ∼ 1/λ from the cross-collinear scaling (2.8) and the collinear graviton scaling (2.20). However, after adding up all diagrams with all possible places that this graviton can be attached to, one finds that all BLP and LP contributions completely cancel out. For example, the amplitudes in Appendices A.1-A.3 exhibit these dramatic cancellations if calculated in the full theory. Such cancellations can be demonstrated in the full theory in a full generality through a careful combinatorial analysis combined with Ward identities [2] , while our gravity SCET lagrangian simply does not have any BLP or LP couplings of collinear gravitons from the outset. Thus, our EFT passes the test of manifest power counting in the sense described in Section 2.1.2.
Soft/collinear theorems for gravity at the LP
The LP soft theorem for gravity [1, 37] ) We arrived at this structure of S hard only based on the factorized gauge symmetry and power counting. This situation is analogous to the demonstration of the soft theorem for spin-1 gauge theories by SCET [38] . This not only shows a power of EFTs but also provides us with an understanding of soft theorems in terms of purely long-distance properties of the theory, as they should be understood.
The collinear theorem at the LP [1] [2] is even more trivial. There are simply no collinear graviton couplings at the LP. Physically, there is no such thing as a "graviton jet". This does not mean that there should not be any gravitons in the scattering process at the LP. A collinear sector may consist of a graviton in S pure in the purely hard limit, but it is not possible for any other graviton that is collinear to that graviton to exist at the LP. Again, we only need symmetry and power counting to see all this, which is very nontrivial from the diagrammatic perspective of the full theory as we already noted at the end of Section 3.3.
Finally, the fact that collinear gravitons manifestly decouple in the lagrangian in the λ → 0 limit immediately implies the absence of collinear IR divergences from gravitational interactions in all processes in our target phase space. There is no need to analyze diagrams, because the decoupling already occurs at the lagrangian level so we cannot even conceive diagrams that might be potentially collinear divergent in gravity SCET. Put it another way, in any individual diagram of gravity SCET, every time we detach a collinear graviton line from a vertex, the λ dimension of the diagram decreases by at least one. Repeating such detaching procedure, we eventually arrive at a diagram with no collinear gravitons, which has no collinear IR divergence due to gravity. The original diagram we started with has a λ dimension higher than this, so it is obviously collinear IR finite. This should be contrasted to the QCD SCET situation in which the collinear gauge interactions are LP and thus fully remain in the effective lagrangian in the λ → 0 limit, leading to collinear divergences.
On the other hand, soft graviton couplings from Y i are LP so we should expect soft IR divergences in gravity SCET from those soft graviton couplings. However, unlike in the full theory, the source of soft divergences is completely isolated in the EFT. Namely, soft divergences only appear in the matrix element of the product of Y i 's from S hard . (Recall that soft graviton couplings in S full [Φ s ] are suppressed at least by λ 2 and thus completely decouple in the λ → 0 limit.) 4 Gravity SCET at the Next-to-Leading Power (NLP) 4.1 Self-n i -collinear gravitational interactions at the NLP The argument in Section 3.1.1 suggests that there should be O(λ) couplings of n i -collinear gravitons to n i -collinear particles in S full [Φ i ]. We can obtain all such couplings by expanding S full [Φ i ] to O(λ) by following the power counting rules described in Sections 2.3, 2.9, and 2.10.
Note that those couplings are suppressed not only by λ but also by Q/M Pl . We only care about λ expansion in this paper, but we would like to point out that the only invariant energy scale in S full [Φ i ] is λQ, not Q. Therefore, the validity of S full [Φ i ] as an EFT in powers of 1/M Pl only requires λQ M Pl . The hard scale Q itself can be much larger than M Pl as far as S full [Φ i ] is concerned. This would be an important point if we would like to construct a gravity SCET for scattering processes in the Regge limit.
Collinear gravitational Wilson lines at the NLP
As we already pointed out in Section 3.2.2, an n i -collinear operator Φ i -which may correspond to a matter particle or to a graviton in the form of the covariant gravitational objects (3.3), (3.4), (3.5)-does transform at the NLP under the n i -collinear diff×Lorentz gauge transformations (3.1). Therefore, we must make them gauge invariant also at the NLP so that we can put them in S hard . As it was realized in the original QCD SCET, the marvelous trick is to exploit the nonlocality of SCET discussed in Section 2.11.1 and use nonlocal objects, namely Wilson lines, to accomplish the desired invariance.
Collinear gravitational Wilson lines for collinear local Lorentz groups
Like the usual spin-1 gauge theory case, a Wilson line along a path P for the local Lorentz gauge group acting on representation r is given by
where the line integral is taken along the path P withP indicating path-ordering, while Σ αβ r (α, β = 0, . . . , 3) are the Lorentz generators for the representation r satisfying the Lorentz algebra (3.2). Finally, γ µαβ is the spin connection, where our convention is such that the local-Lorentz covariant derivative is given by D µ = ∂ µ + 1 2 γ µαβ Σ αβ . We then have
Now, we want one end of the Wilson line to extend to an infinity so that we can render the field it acts on to be gauge invariant. Since fields are only allowed to be displaced in the x − i coordinate in SCET, the Wilson line should be given by
where is defined in (3.14) (also see footnote 17). The argument that led to the use of works just in the same way except that it is p − i , not p + i , that picks up a +i here. The extra superscript (i) of γ (i) µαβ indicates that this spin connection is made of the n i -collinear graviton field ϕ i µν , not the full ϕ µν , because this Wilson line is for the n i -collinear local Lorentz gauge group. Then, by construction, the product W i (x) is invariant under the n i -collinear local Lorentz gauge group. Note that the product still transforms covariantly as the representation r under the global Lorentz group. Because of the factorized gauge symmetry structure (2.12), W i r can only act on an n i -collinear operator, never on an n j -collinear operator with j = i or on a soft operator.
Let us now power-count the exponent of the Wilson line (4.3). We expect it to be NLP, but NLP does not mean that the exponent is O(λ) because W i r have different components and they scale differently. This remark also applies to the different components of Φ (r) i that W i r acts on. Again, to avoid this complication, let's boost in the n + i direction by a rapidity of ∼ log λ such that n i -collinear momenta now scale as ∼ (λ, λ, λ) i . This is a global Lorentz boost so the spin connection γ µαβ also transforms covariantly as everybody else. In this boosted frame, all components of Φ (r) i scale with a common power of λ, and all components of ϕ i µν scale as ∼ λ. Now, let's look at the exponent of (4.3). Since s parametrizes the x − i coordinate, we have ds ∼ dx − i ∼ λ −1 . The bounds of the integration, 0 and ∞, do not scale with λ. For the spin connection, according to (2.20) , the terms explicitly shown in (4.2) scale as p µ p α p β /λ with an n i -collinear momentum p, and thus as ∼ λ 2 . The terms implicit in (4.2) are quadratic or higher in ϕ i µν and hence suppressed by an extra power or powers of λ, so they are subleading to the explicitly shown terms. Combining all the pieces together, we see that, in the boosted frame, the exponent of (4.3) scales as ∼ λ −1 λ 2 = λ. We therefore must Taylor-expand W i r to O(λ) and truncate the higher order terms in order to make power counting manifest in the effective action and not to include higher order terms we have no right to keep. Once Taylor-expanded and multiplied by Φ (r) i on the right, we can boost back to the original frame, which does not change the fact that the first-order term is suppressed by λ compared to the zeroth-order term, thanks to Lorentz covariance of each term.
To summarize, for constructing a gravity SCET to the NLP, the n i -collinear Lorentz Wilson line is given by
Collinear gravitational Wilson lines for collinear diff groups
By multiplying a collinear Lorentz Wilson line (4.4), we have made every Φ (r) i in S hard invariant under all collinear Lorentz gauge groups. Let Φ i be such a collinear-Lorentz invariant object. As we already pointed out below (3.1), such Φ i is no longer invariant at the NLP under n i -collinear diff transformations but transforms as
where the last term above scales as ∼ λ Φ i . So, in order to make S hard fully gauge invariant also at the NLP, we must find an object V i such that V i Φ i is invariant under the n i -collinear diff group to the NLP. Here, we do not need a superscript (r) for Φ i nor V i because the transformation (4.5) is independent of r. So, we already know that collinear graviton couplings from V i are spin independent. Again thanks to the nonlocality of SCET, we can find V i . Since (4.5) is an infinitesimal translation in spacetime, it is natural to guess that V i must schematically have the form ∼ 1 + Γ when expanded to the NLP, where Γ is the Christoffel connection. To determine the precise form, note that Γ µ νρ transforms under a general infinitesimal diff transformation δx µ = −ξ µ (x) as
where higher powers of ξ are neglected but the exact dependence on the graviton field at O(ξ) is kept. Now, for the n i -collinear sector, the collinear scalings (2.20) and (2.21) tell us that the first term of the right-hand side of (4.6) scales with an n i -collinear momentum p as
while all other terms on the right-hand side scale as
So, at the leading nontrivial order in λ, the diff transformation (4.6) simply reduces to
Thus, the integral − dx ν dx ρ δΓ µ νρ ∂ µ will give us −ξ µ ∂ µ and we can use this to cancel the unwanted term in (4.5). The integration path should be taken in the x − i direction, the allowed direction for fields to be displaced in the n i -collinear sector. And we must take care of the convergence of the integrals consistently with the +i prescription as we did for Y i and W i r . So, we find that V i should be given by , respectively. (Unfortunately, the notation we used for Y i and W i r does not work here, but the comment in footnote 17 also applies to V i .)
Let's quickly power-count V i (x). The derivative ∂ µ in (4.10) acts on an n i -collinear operator so ∂ µ ∼ p µ with an n i -collinear momentum p. The s and s variables are shifts in the x − i coordinate, which is ∼ λ 0 , so they do not scale. Finally, Γ µ − i − i scales as ∼ p µ p − i p − i /λ ∼ p µ /λ as we discussed above. We thus see that V i = 1 + O(λ), as it should be.
Comments on nonlocal "dressing" of operators
All of our Wilson lines, Y i (x), W i r (x), and V i (x), can be thought of as particular realizations of the notion of "dressing" discussed in [14, 15] . The motivation of [14, 15] for dressing is to find diff invariant observables in quantum gravity that would return to the usual local operators in the limit of no gravity, and they discuss various possible forms of diff invariant dressing of local operators, including the ones very similar to, but still different from, our V i (x). In our SCET, we derived the specific forms of dressing via Y i , W i r , V i from the factorized gauge symmetry (2.12), which is "merely" an effective gauge symmetry at long distances and thus makes no reference to the ultimate nature of quantum gravity beneath the Planck length.
Soft graviton couplings at the NLP
Here, we would like to show, again just using symmetry and power counting, that there are no NLP couplings of soft gravitons to anything.
First, as already pointed out in Section 3.1.2, there are no O(λ) soft graviton couplings to soft particles, including soft gravitons themselves. Next, for NLP couplings of soft gravitons to n i -collinear particles, we need to expand the infinitesimal soft diff×Lorentz transformation (3.6) to the NLP:
where the second-to-last term is what we already had at the LP while the last term is a new term.
The new term is suppressed by λ compared to the other terms, because ξ
The transformation (4.11) is still spin independent, which is why we have suppressed the superscript (r) of Φ (r)
i . Now, it might appear that there should be NLP soft graviton couplings to collinear particles because Φ i does seem to transform at the NLP. However, the last term in (4.11) can actually be eliminated by exploiting RPI we mentioned in Section 2.3.2, namely, the invariance of the theory under the redefinition (or reparametrization) of the basis vectors n ± i . Now, because we have already established that there are no collinear gravitational interactions at the LP, there is only one n i -collinear particle 18 in the n i -collinear sector at the LP. So, we can always redefine the basis vectors n ± i by adding to them some vectors lying in the ⊥ i plane such that the new ⊥ i component of the momentum of this particle vanishes exactly. In such basis of n ± i , the last term in (4.11) is zero and hence the LP expression (3.7) we used in Section 3.2.3 now becomes also correct at the NLP. The transformation of the soft graviton field (3.9) we used there also remains unchanged at the NLP, because that is just the + i + i component of the transformation law (2.16), which is also correct at the NLP as we discussed at the very end of Section 2.9. Therefore, once n ± i is chosen for every i such that the ⊥ i component of the momentum of Φ i vanishes, the soft graviton couplings from Y i we obtained in Section 3.2.3 become also correct at the NLP.
Other sources of NLP contributions
There are other possible sources of NLP contributions to S hard :
into an otherwise LP operator. Needless to say, we now have an independent integration over the x − i coordinate of the inserted field, in addition to the x − i integration for the existing n i -collinear field. The NLP operator thus constructed has its own Wilson coefficient with dependence on the x − i coordinate of the inserted field. Of course, each of these R i Among these, the NLP couplings from (c)-(e) are completely fixed by the diff×Lorentz gauge invariances and hence do not introduce any new parameters. The couplings via (b) are fixed by RPI and hence again introduce no new parameters. To see this, note that n i -collinear RPI may be viewed as n i -collinear Lorentz invariance with the lightcone basis vectors n ± being treated as spurions [20] . In other words, an expression is reparametrization invariant if it does not refer to n ± . So, for example, when we replace a P It is also quite possible that the operators from (a) are also fixed by RPI, or local Lorentz symmetries with the spurions n ± . Indeed, the concrete examples discussed in Appendices A.1-A.3 suggest that this might be the case. However, (dis-)proving the case requires an understanding of how RPI should be modified by the curvature of spacetime, at least to the NLP if not to all orders. Identifying the group of such RPI transformations and exploring its full implications clearly constitute an interesting and important problem that deserves its own separate study [39] . Another likely possibility is that the operators from (a) are not fixed but there are universality classes of gravity SCETs and the theories A.1-A.3 belong to the same universality class. This would be also extremely interesting.
Next, let's examine the fact that, in terms of power counting alone, the replacement of a ∂ − i with a ∂ ⊥ i in S hard would yield an NLP contribution. However, RPI tells us that these contributions vanish in the basis described in Section 4.4 in which the ⊥ i component of the momentum of Φ (r) i vanishes. One might also wonder that, if S hard already had a ∂ ⊥ i at the LP, the subleading O(λ 2 ) fluctuations in the ∂ ⊥ i would also yield NLP contributions (see footnote 8). However, this is actually not possible. If we could eliminate terms with ∂ ⊥ i by reparametrizing n ± i , that would mean that there should be other terms in S hard that would produce ∂ ⊥ i upon such reparametrization. But reparametrization in the ⊥ i plane is O(λ). Hence, terms with ∂ ⊥ i cannot be LP but must be NLP at most, so the subleading O(λ 2 ) fluctuations in the ∂ ⊥ i would actually be NNLP effects.
One might wonder if there are more subtle NLP contributions. For example, rather than displacing x µ straight to x µ + sn
for the nonlocal integrations in S hard , shouldn't we displace it along some curved path? We don't have to worry about this. Since the path is straight at the LP, if it is curved at the NLP, it is in the form of a straight LP path plus an NLP deviation. So, the NLP deviation can be just Taylor-expanded around the straight path. For non-scalar fields, NLP deviations in the paths will be also accompanied by NLP twists in the directions of the fields, which can again be taken into account by derivatives and Lorentz generators acting on the fields. Therefore, the curved path effects, if any, are already implicitly included by writing down all possible derivatives and tensor structures for operators in S hard . It is tempting to wonder if the contributions of type (a) could arise from describing curved paths in an RPI manner.
Possible NLP pieces in the cross-collinear scaling (2.8) can also be likewise taken into account by writing down all possible derivatives and tensor structures. Thus, the right-hand side of (2.8) can be regarded as strictly λ 0 without subleading O(λ) pieces. Similarly, we do not have to worry about subleading corrections to cross-collinear contractions of bosonic fields as well as those of fermions, (2.29) and (2.33).
Recipe for constructing a gravity SCET lagrangian to the NLP
Here's a complete recipe for how to construct a gravity SCET that is correct to the NLP for scattering processes in our target phase space: (V) Calculate renormalization group equations using the SCET thus obtained. (Of course, this must be done at the loop order higher by one than the matching loop order, as usual.) Then, run S hard (µ) from the hard scale µ ∼ Q down to the soft scale µ ∼ λ 2 Q to resum large logarithms of the ratio of the hard to soft scales.
Steps (I) and (IV) can be done at any desired fixed order in the number of loops and full-theory coupling constants, in particular, 1/M Pl (Q). Then, steps (O) and (II)-(V) will provide amplitudes with all LP and NLP contributions from collinear and soft gravitons, which are correct to all orders in 1/M Pl (λQ) and 1/M Pl (λ 2 Q). Regarding step (V), note that there are no collinear logarithms to resum-as far as gravity is concerned-as there are no LP collinear graviton interactions. Needless to say, zero-bin subtraction must be performed to remove the double-counting as we mentioned in Section 2.5.
Soft/collinear theorems for gravity at the NLP
From our discussions above, we see that the LP soft theorem is also correct at the NLP, provided that we regard the collinear graviton couplings of type (a) of Section 4.5 as belonging to the "hard" part of the soft theorem. But it should be emphasized that this conclusion relies on the use of RPI discussed in Section 4.4, which in turn relies on the assumption of our target phase space that the angles of collinear splittings due to non-gravitational interactions are hierarchically different from those due to gravity. Relaxing this assumption and studying how the soft theorem should be modified at the NLP is an important and interesting problem. In contrast, the decoupling of collinear gravitons no longer holds at the NLP. Namely, we have a new collinear graviton in one of the collinear sectors. However, in order to make a collinear theorem, that is, to make some universal statements, we need to be able to say that the contributions from operators of type (a) of Section 4.5 are fixed by RPI or something, or show that there are more than one universality class and classify all possible universality classes. We defer this very important and interesting question to our future publication [39] .
However, even without any universal theorem, the structures of LP and NLP operators dictated by the symmetry and power counting of the EFT dramatically simplify the calculations of NLP contributions to amplitudes. In the EFT, we only need to calculate one term from each of NLP operators of type (a) of Section 4.5 to determine its Wilson coefficient, and then we will have the entire NLP amplitudes. In contrast, in the full theory, one needs to calculate every single NLP term, which is possible only after carefully and laboriously expanding each vertex and each propagator of each diagram down to NLP starting, typically, at BLP. One can see this contrast even in the simple examples in Appendices A.1-A.3.
Comparison with the literature
Ref. [13] made the first attempt to construct SCET for gravity at the LP, where the main thrust of the paper is to provide a SCET-like demonstration of the decoupling of BLP collinear graviton couplings, although it also discusses the soft sector. However, while their decoupling argument itself may be valid, the structure of their effective lagrangian prior to the decoupling, viewed as a SCET, has the following problems. They introduce a collinear Wilson line of the form (in our convention):
As can be seen from the absence of a Lorentz generator above, this Wilson line is for the diff part of diff×Lorentz, like our V i . In Ref. [13] , V is multiplied onto fields in different collinear sectors from the sector that the h −− inside V (x) belongs to, thereby describing BLP couplings of collinear gravitons in our language. In fact, the core of the paper is to show that V , and hence the BLP couplings, can be completely removed from the lagrangian by a coordinate transformation or equivalent field redefinition. In our viewpoint, there are four problems here. First, unlike our V i , V does not transform under diff as a Wilson line should. One can check this explicitly, but also recall our analysis of diff invariance in Section 3.2.3 that determines the diff Wilson line uniquely to be V i , not V . Therefore, neither the form of V itself nor the rule for how V should enter the lagrangian is based on symmetry but one needs to look at full-theory diagrams to see those. Second, even if it did have the right transformation property as a Wilson line within the collinear sector that V belongs to, the factorized gauge symmetry would forbid V to be multiplied onto a field in a different collinear sector. So, there would be no need to go through a coordinate transformation or field redefinition to decouple V (x) from the lagrangian, because it could not be written down in the first place. Third, given that it had been already known from full theory analyses [2] that BLP and LP collinear graviton couplings should always cancel, the right EFT with manifest power counting and the right effective symmetries should exhibit their absence from the outset. Indeed, in our gravity SCET, the largest couplings of collinear gravitons ever permitted by symmetry are NLP. In contrast, the theory of Ref. [13] apparently permits BLP couplings via V to be written down, although they have clear arguments for why there must exists a coordinate transformation that removes such couplings, and also show an explicit expression for field redefinition that removes V . While those arguments and field redefinition themselves may be valid, they do not constitute a SCET demonstration of the decoupling. Finally, while our analysis shows the absence of both BLP and LP couplings, Ref. [13] does not discuss the decoupling of LP collinear graviton couplings, which in particular requires to discuss not only h −− but also h −⊥ components. On the other hand, for the soft Wilson line Y i , we agree on its final form with Ref. [13] as well as the older, full-theory studies [2, 35, 36] . In Ref. [13] , after the soft Wilson line is introduced it is verified that it has the right transformation property as a Wilson line. Our more deductive derivation in terms of symmetry also makes clear the uniqueness of its form as well as the fact that it does not get modified at the NLP as discussed in Section 4.4.
Conclusions and future directions
In this paper, we have identified fundamental building blocks of gravity SCET and laid out a procedure for writing down the effective lagrangian for any given full theory at the leading power and the next-to-leading power for processes that belong to our target phase space. In particular, we identified basic building blocks of the EFT, the most notable of which being the soft, collinear Lorentz, and collinear diff Wilson lines: Y i , W i r , and V i , respectively. The soft theorem and the decoupling of collinear gravitons at the leading power are structurally manifest at the lagrangian level in the gravity SCET. Permeating and underlying all of our analyses are mode separation, symmetry-especially the factorized gauge symmetry-and power counting. (But one should recall that factorized gauge symmetry is a consequence of mode separation, which we need for manifest power counting, which is compulsory for an EFT to systematically control the kinematics of its target phase space.) All results and claims in this paper are derived from those principles without recourse to diagrammatic analyses. The gravity SCET lagrangian thus constructed is now ready for perturbative calculations with effective symmetries and power counting maximally manifest unlike calculations in the full theory, which greatly facilitate the calculations.
There are some obvious variations of our gravity SCET. First, the target phase space may be modified. As we alluded to in Introduction, if we relax our assumptions that all particles have no or negligible mass compared to the soft scale λ 2 Q, we will need to adapt our path of building gravity SCET for massive particles. Or, if we relax the assumption that non-gravitational collinear splittings occur with a much larger or smaller "λ" than the λ, we will need to simultaneously include all gauge groups in the factorized effective symmetry and introduce corresponding collinear and soft Wilson lines for all of them.
Being an EFT for highly energetic collinear particles, SCET can also be useful for studying the amplitudes of extremely energetic forward scattering (the Regge limit). The Regge limit may give us another interesting channel toward understanding gravity [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] . In QCD SCET, it has been established [31] [32] [33] that an additional mode called the Glauber mode is necessary in such region for a consistent SCET, and we expect that our construction of gravity SCET can be suitably modified for the Regge limit by adapting the framework of [33] for gravity. As discussed in [33] , rapidity renormalization group [48] [49] [50] [51] plays an important role. Since we have adopted the position-space formulation of SCET for our gravity SCET as opposed to the label SCET formalism as in [33] , it may be hoped that a simplification in dealing with rapidity renormalization group may be achieved by adapting the analytic regulator method (originally proposed by [52] with a fully consistent perturbative treatment by [53] ) for the Regge region and, most importantly, for curved spacetimes. Especially, it must be checked whether a consistency of analytic regularization as shown for QCD SCET [52] holds for gravity SCET or not, especially in the Regge region.
Within or away from our target phase space, the study of RPI in the presence of gravity is important and interesting [39] . As we pointed out above, such study should constitute an essential part of establishing soft and collinear theorems for gravity beyond the leading power in λ. Especially, the concrete examples discussed in Appendices A.1-A.3 hint at uncovered relations that relate the coefficients of operators of the type (a) (see Section 4.5) to those of LP operators. If this relation is due to RPI, that would mean that the RPI transformations in gravity SCET should depend on graviton fields. This is not unexpected from the viewpoint that n i -collinear RPI transformations are the n i -collinear local Lorentz transformations that are "broken" by the introduction of n ± i and the choice of an n i -collinear freely falling local inertial frame should depend on the n i -collinear graviton field configuration. Unlike in the case of QCD SCET, RPI in gravity SCET is an aspect of the factorized gauge symmetry, especially the Lorentz part of diff×Lorentz, so it should inevitably involve the graviton field. It is also possible that the relations hinted at by the calculations in Appendices A.1-A.3 are not due to RPI but instead are an indication of the existence of a "universality class" of gravity SCET. Then, classifying all possible universality classes of gravity SCET would be an interesting problem.
Finally, as we alluded to in Introduction, it is interesting to study possible relations between infinite dimensional symmetries suggested by gravity SCET and those of the full theory discovered by [3] [4] [5] . In this regard, Ref. [38] already notes a connection between the RPI in QCD SCET and the Möbius group. We also noted that an EFT is "half way" between the full theory lagrangian and the S-matrix elements in that the path integrals are partly done by integrating out the modes outside the target phase space. So, it may be also possible to find an EFT that captures, at the lagrangian level, some of the amazing properties of the gravitational S-matrix such as "gravity = gauge 2 " [6, 7] . In particular, it would be nice to find a logic of constructing an EFT that "automatically" leads to the double-copy symmetry structure discovered ingeniously by Ref. [54] within the full thoery. We hope that our derivation of gravity SCET might serve as a useful prototype or guide for further development of EFTs as a means to explore gravity amplitudes.
A Appendices: Explicit Examples
In the following appendices, we consider examples with four collinear sectors in three different full theories, and compare tree-level full-theory amplitudes with the corresponding SCET amplitudes at the LP and NLP. For simplicity, we ignore the soft sector. We will see how the collinear Lorentz and diff Wilson lines ((4.4) and (4.10)) as well as the Ricci and Riemann tensors ((3.4) and (3.5)) appear in effective SCET operators. The examples below also demonstrate a practical power of gravity SCET. The amplitude of each example would require lengthy calculations with laborious expansions in λ to the NLP followed by tricky cancellations of a large number of BLP and LP terms. In contrast, the SCET directly gives us the NLP amplitude in terms of a few coefficients of effective operators, which also tells us which full-theory amplitude we should handpick to determine those few coefficients with the least effort.
A.1 The φ 4 full theory
Here, we consider a full theory with one massless real scalar φ coupled to gravity:
where R is the Ricci scalar and we have set M Pl = 1. We will first consider a purely hard process φ 1 φ 2 → φ 3 φ 4 (where φ i is n i -collinear by definition) at tree level and construct a corresponding purely hard SCET operator. We will then consider a process φ 1 φ 2 → φ 3 φ 4 g 1 where g 1 is an n 1 -collinear graviton. We will calculate the amplitude of this process at tree-level at the LP and NLP in the full theory, and see how that is reproduced from the LP and NLP pieces of the SCET lagrangian.
As described in Section 3.2.1, the first step is to construct S pure = d 4 x L pure . For the process φ 1 φ 2 → φ 3 φ 4 , the form of L pure to be matched is L pure (φ 1 , . . . , φ 4 ) = ds 1 ds 2 ds 3 ds 4 C(s 1 , s 2 , s 3 , s 4 ) φ 1 (x 1 ) φ 2 (x 2 ) φ 3 (x 3 ) φ 4 (x 4 ) , (A.2) where x i ≡ x + s i n − i . Matching the amplitude from L pure to that from the full theory (A.1) at tree level, we get C(s 1 , s 2 , s 3 , s 4 ) = −κ δ(s 1 ) δ(s 2 ) δ(s 3 ) δ(s 4 ) . (A.3) (So, this is a special case where L pure happens to be local.) Let us now turn on gravity and consider the process φ 1 φ 2 → φ 3 φ 4 g 1 at tree level. In the full theory, there are two sources of one-graviton couplings: √ −g = 1 + h/2 + O(h 2 ) and g µν = η µν − h µν + O(h 2 ). Thus, the relevant interactions in the full theory are given by
Therefore, in the process φ 1 φ 2 → φ 3 φ 4 g 1 , the graviton g 1 can be emitted from any of φ 1 , . . . , φ 4 legs or from the φ 4 vertex (see Fig. 1 ). As discussed in Section 2.6, the amplitude of g 1 emitted from φ 1 ( Fig. 1(a) ) is the same in the full and effective theories, because it is a process occurring within the n 1 -collinear sector alone. Hence, we compare the full-theory amplitude from all the other diagrams with the SCET amplitude from L hard . In the full theory, the diagrams with g 1 emitted from the φ 2,3,4 legs ( Fig. 1(b) and two similar diagrams with g 1 emitted from φ 3,4 ) individually contain BLP and LP graviton couplings. But when we carefully expand the amplitudes in powers of λ and add them together, all the BLP and LP terms cancel out and we are left with NLP contributions as we expect from the EFT. The diagram with g 1 emitted from the φ 4 vertex (Fig. 1(c) ) is already NLP by itself. At the end of the (very long) day, the full-theory amplitude for φ 1 φ 2 → φ 3 φ 4 g 1 with g 1 emitted from φ 2,3,4 or φ 4 has the form iM 1 + iM 2 + iM 3 with iM i = −iκ A i (i = 1, 2, 3) (A.5)
where
+ 3 → 4 − 3 → 2 ,
In these expressions, all lightcone indices −, +, ⊥ refer to the n 1 -collinear coordinates, and similarly h µν is the n 1 -collinear graviton field, treated as an external field and not necessarily on-shell. All the matter particles, on the other hand, are taken to be on-shell. A " " on an index (such as α) means that the index only refers to the ⊥ components in the n 1 -collinear coordinates. The momenta of φ 1,2,3,4 and g 1 are denoted by p 1,2,3,4 and q, respectively, where p 1,2 are ingoing while p 3,4 and q outgoing. As noted above, every and each term in iM 1,2,3 is NLP.
Let us now ask where iM 1,2,3 come from in the SCET. First, as described in Section 4.6, each φ i (x) in L pure should be replaced by φ i (x) ≡ V i (x) φ i (x), where V i (x) is the n i -collinear diff Wilson line (4.10). (Recall that we are ignoring the soft sector for simplicity here, so there's no Y i .) Let us refer to this part of L hard as L hard-1 , i.e., Of course, this expression needs to be expanded to the NLP. In doing so, the µ and ν indices only need to be in the ⊥ 1 directions, as we described below (3.5) . Together with the n α
, we will be picking up only the R 1 −⊥−⊥ component. Since this is already O(λ), all the φ i 's in (A.10) should be replaced by the respective φ i 's.
Finally, the full-theory amplitude iM 3 is reproduced in the SCET by an operator L hard-3 containing an n 1 -collinear Ricci tensor R 1 µν , where 
A.2 The φ 3 full theory
Here we give another example, repeating the same process above but this time with a φ 3 interaction in full theory. where the three terms in C correspond to the s-, t-, and u-channel exchange diagrams of the full theory, respectively. We see that L pure displays a characteristic nonlocality of SCET, where the nonlocality comes from integrating out the highly off-shell virtual φ because such highly off-shell modes are not degrees of freedom of the SCET, unlike the collinear and soft modes. The signs of the arguments of the step functions above are chosen to ensure the integration over the respective s i converges with the usual prescription of adding i to the energy with a positive infinitesimal . Next, for φ 1 φ 2 → φ 3 φ 4 g 1 , direct calculations show that the full-theory amplitudes iM 1,2,3 of (A.6)-(A.8) are replaced in the φ 3 theory by iM 1,2,3 : The fact that C is just replaced by C is expected for the contributions from L hard-1 because L hard-1 is literally just L pure with each φ i replaced by φ i = V i φ i . It may be surprising for L hard-2, 3 in that those operators are gauge invariant by themselves so they are not related by gauge symmetry to L pure . We even have diagrams like Fig. 2 that do not have the 1/s + 1/t + 1/u structure. There are two possible stories after this. One is that the φ 4 and φ 3 theories above belong to the same "universality class" of gravity SCET, so we only need to calculate one theory to fix the structures and coefficients of L hard-2, 3 . The other possibility is that there is a symmetry-perhaps RPIthat actually completely fixes the structures and coefficients of L hard-2, 3 once L pure is given. Both possibilities are interesting and deserve a further dedicated study [39] .
A.3 The φφψψ full theory
Our third example is meant to pick up the collinear Lorentz Wilson line W i r of (4.4). We also see RPI plays the role of type (b) of Section 4.5. Consider the full theory given by 15) where the covariant derivative, D µ , is defined around (4.2). We then consider the processes ψ 1 φ 2 → ψ 3 φ 4 and ψ 1 φ 2 → ψ 3 φ 4 g 1 as we did for the φ 4 and φ 3 theories. First, for ψ 1 φ 2 → ψ 3 φ 4 without a graviton emission, the form of L pure remains as in (A.2) except for the replacements φ 1 → (P + 1 ψ 1 ) a and φ 3 → (P + 3 ψ 3 ) a = (ψ 3 P − 3 ) a with the the helicity projection operators (2.27) , where a is a Dirac spinor index that is summed over, which leads to the spinor structure ψ 3 (x 3 )P where cancellations of BLP and LP contributions are already taken care of, so every term in this expression is NLP.
On the EFT side, L hard-1 has the same form as (A.9) except for the replacements φ 1 → (ψ 1 ) a and φ 3 → (ψ 3 ) a , where a is a Dirac spinor index that is summed over, and ψ i (i = 1, 3) now also include a Lorentz Wilson line: 18) where W i D (x) is the n i -collinear Lorentz Wilson line (4.4) for the Dirac spinor representation. Also, note the absence of helicity projection operators in the replacements φ 1 → (ψ 1 ) a and φ 3 → (ψ 3 ) a . This is to take into account constraints from RPI (item (b) of Section 4.5). Then, one can verify that the terms coming from the diff Wilson lines in L hard-1 reproduce the amplitude iM 1 as before. Most importantly, the terms from the n 1 -collinear Lorentz Wilson line in L hard-1 exactly reproduce iM 4 .
Finally, the amplitudes iM 2,3 are reproduced from L hard-2, 3 of (A.10) and (A.11) with the same C but with the replacements φ 1 → (P + 1 ψ 1 ) a and φ 3 → (ψ 3 P − 3 ) a with a summed over. Again, we observe the same clear pattern as we discussed in Appendix A.2.
